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AN EXPOSITION OF
PERFORMANCE FUELLED,
CREATIVE PROGRAMMING
FOR BROADCAST.

ROCK THE RADIO
Creators of distinctive, branded content for broadcast. Our thinking is
guided by three tenets:
• PERFORMANCE
Performance animates the content and compels the audience to
act. Audiences come to radio for performance, first. Without
performance, the best art, fails.
• radioART
The pursuit of programming as radio art. Programming which
affects the lives of all who experience it, programmng which
compels the audience, which the audience will drop everything to
be a part of; programming which will succeed with or without brand
investment but which, with the brand’s resource, will be stunning!
• IMAGING
We make content perform by imaging it. Over the top, superfluous,
deliberate, damn loud, edgy, emotive sound to rock the radio!

IMPACT
ROCK THE RADIO is London based with preferred imaging and
production suppliers In the UK, Africa and the US. We have particular
expertise in executing campaigns in Africa where our Radio Station
reach extends to all Anglophile regions.

TECHNIQUE
We’ll show you the cool way to make radio content which will affect
your brand’s audience. Then we’ll prove our technique by creating a
broadcast device and content campaign that no one else has ever
attempted before, because… well… they’re not cool. It either rocks the
radio, or we’re giving up this business for good!
Want spots? Not us. Want what stations offer off the shelf? Not us.
Want convention? Not us.
Want to use the radio for the purpose for which the medium was
devised? Want surprise and daring? Want to Rock the Radio?
Read on!

COMPENDIUM
This compendium comprises 18 original ROCK THE RADIO concepts.
Some are just for fun, some will save lives; all are performance fuelled
adventures for your audience. There may not be one idea that fits your
brand’s objective perfectly but given we created them, we can
manipulate them, or parts thereof, to give efficacy to your goal. Apply
your imagination to each and together with your audience we can
ROCK THE RADIO.

1 Explore the Genre
A non exhaustive list of the programming and content
objectives of each concept, categorised into genres within
which the concepts may be best applied.

2 Match the Brand
The ideal class of advertiser/ sponsor/ resource match for
each concept.

How to use the compendium
No one does stuff like this on the radio. Brands never get their hands
on their fans, like this. These ideas will get your creative side racing.
However, for the more mechanically minded, a genre and brand match
guide is included to assist with directing your brand or your client’s
brand to one of these ROCK THE RADIO CONCEPTS.
Good Luck.

3 Execute
Struck by a concept, or have a client or brand perfectly suited
to one or many; or think there is brand/ client synergy in the
idea behind a particular concept? HOLLER AT US and let’s
adapt it to fit, and or, execute!

GENRE
Youth | Conservation | Climate change | Activism | Nature | Sustainability |
Education | Social Capital

COME SEE THE FISH.
We’re putting radio back to work to start an
audience led movement and save our planet.
COP 26 didn’t take you underwater. We will.
Come see what we’re about to lose if we don’t
stop the blah blah blah. No one has ever created a
branded radio offensive, to shock, educate and
move the audience to act…
Until now!
Come See the Fish, while you still can.
MATCH
FMCG | Government or NGO | Education | Social Media | Retail | Insurance | Energy

GENRE
Movement | Rebellion | Humour | Interactive |
UGC | Good times | Social Capital | UX

ALIEN.
Alien is a new kind of radio station. One
you’d expect to hear in this century. One
that understands the relevance of social
capital. This station is staffed by the
audience and they say WHAT THEY
WANT, play WHAT THEY WANT and
do, WHAT THEY WANT! The host
station can’t stop them… no one can!
There is something out there.

MATCH
FMCG | Alcohol | Fashion | Mobile | Disruptors | Retail
| Social Media

GENRE
Movement | Rebellion | Youth | Education | Activism | UX | UGC |
Pan- Africa | Social Upliftment | Posterity

COUP D’ ART.
The radio artists are staging a pan-African coup…

Promoting your art, your people, your thinking and
getting the paint back on the streets!
Ever seen a radio concept designed around
pictures? We see before we hear; it’s a no
brainer. We’ll use African radio to see, and art to
engage, in a never before attempted multi city ,
[Lagos- Nairobi- Accra and Jozi all in 1 day]
cultural, radio incursion!
The People Shall Paint!

CAT 2
FMCG | Paint | Fashion | Mobile | Disruptors | Digital | Logistics

GENRE
Youth | Education | Social Justice | Activism | Sustainability | Social Capital | Social
Upliftment | UGC | UX | Pan- Africa

RADIO SCHOOLS
Sharing cool ideas, stories and what matters in
childrens' lives, on the continent’s biggest reach
medium, radio!
Radio Schools is the unique opportunity to educate,
create, interpret, animate and share, brand
resourced programming (on sustainability/ financial
literacy/ almost any kind of learning) to engage the
UGC of Africa’s 200 million + youth audience in…

THE WORLD’S BIGGEST CLASSROOM.

MATCH

listen.

FMCG | Government or NGO | Education | Insurance | Finance |
Logistics | Energy

GENRE
Movement | Rebellion | Interactive | UGC | Social Capital | Good times

MARCH OR DIE.
March or Die follows the ancient tradition of uniting
people to celebrate their culture; a mass expression
of esprit de corps!
But our missionaries don’t stop there.
Light the bonfires and join the parade as these like
minded musical disruptors march, town to town,
scooping up believers who take up their own
instruments in solidarity as they go!
Radio at its social capital building best.
MATCH
FMCG | Alcohol | Fashion | Mobile | Disruptors | Retail | Social Media

GENRE
Summer Movement | Rebellion | Humour |
Interactive | UGC | Good times | Youth

LIFE’S A BEACH
This Summer, the rich kids are
getting the beach holiday, so we’re
getting REVENGE! Beach, pool, Pina
Coladas and an underwater radio
show… at your crib!
B/eat that!

MATCH
FMCG | Alcohol | Fashion | Mobile | Retail | Social Media

click for the cello!

GENRE
Summer Movement | Rebellion | Humour |
Interactive | UGC | Good times

THE BIG RING
Nothing demonstrates the practical
immediacy of radio like ‘working the phones’.
This is old skool. Fun. Interactive and as
compelling for the contestants as it it for you
sitting in your car. This is performance. Quick,
take down the number…
You’re laughing in suspense already!

MATCH
FMCG | Mobile | Retail | Tech | Social Media | Disruptors

GENRE
Movement | Social Capital | Interactive | Posterity | UGC

MY VOICE
My Voice is an experiment.
It has never been attempted before.
To record the voices of an entire, radio station audience…
A voice map in time.

MATCH
FMCG | Mobile | Retail | Tech | Logistics | Fashion | Social Media | Insurance | Energy

GENRE
Youth | Education | Social Justice | Activism |
Sustainability | Social Capital | Pan- Africa

MPS.
No other medium can assemble
this many brains into one studio,
right now, live, to solve a
problem of massive proportion.
This is what radio was made for.
Simple or complex, no one’s
going home until we’ve cracked
it with …
Mass Problem Solving.

MATCH
FMCG | Insurance | Finance | Tech | Energy

GENRE
Rebellion | Interactive | UGC | Social Capital | Good times |
Humour | Pan- Africa

THE RADIO SHOP
We’re putting radio back. Back on the
streets. Unlike convention, where
location hosts the content, with the Radio
Shop, the location, is the content. This is
where the station’s audience and or your
fans will go to to buy radio, shop radio and
encounter your brand, live on the radio, in
an interactive experiment that’ll blow the
relationship wide open, on your street!
What time do you open?

MATCH
FMCG | Alcohol | Fashion | Mobile | Disruptors | Retail | Social Media

GENRE
Education | Social Justice | Activism | Sustainability |
Social Capital | Pan- Africa | Social Upliftment

Africa’s biggest meeting, live on the
radio… with one continental goal:
African expression! ‘What time is it
there?’ is designed around a shared
purpose: Radio’s need to remain
relevant as the meeting place of
people, ideas and belief, and your
brand’s need to coalesce its
presence in Africa.

WHAT TIME IS IT THERE?
MATCH
Logistics | Healthcare | FMCG | Social Media |
Insurance | Finance | Mobile | Tech | Energy

[aka The Boardroom]

GENRE
Football | Youth | Sport | Movement | Pan Africa |
Social Upliftment | Social Capital

STRIKER

.

A fan’s show, for the world’s most football crazy
continent.
Syn-DIY-cated to African radio with
STRIKER
100% localisation, integration and audience
interaction in its design. Starring the debate, the
players and fans who have made African
footballers the talk of the West. Syndicated
Striker content is sourced globally, from the EPL
to AFCON to every major regional league and
consolidated with UGC for broadcast on stations
across Africa. Strike now!

MATCH
FMCG | Alcohol | Fashion | Mobile | Retail | Broadcast | Digital | Finance

listen.

GENRE
Social Justice | Activism | Sustainability | Social
Capital | Altruism | Wellbeing | Social Upliftment

STOP FOR TEA.
Let’s stop our busy lives, build good
neighbourliness and try something noone has ever done before! Let’s start a
movement amongst a radio station’s
audience to participate in a once off,
national, feel good, social phenomenon!
Stop for Tea! It’s simple, we do it every
day, it makes us feel good and nothing
rewards like altruism!
MATCH
Tea | Healthcare | FMCG | Social Media | Insurance |
Finance | Logistics

GENRE
Youth | Rebellion | Interactive | UGC | Social Capital | Good times |
UX

Dance yer Of ce Off!

While your boss haplessly watches on,
we’ve moved your photocopier, inserted
the decks cabled up to the station… and at
5pm your office will become a house and
you’ll be on your desk chairs, celebrating
where you work, live on the radio, live on
socials as you…

DANCE YA OFFICE OFF.
MATCH

fi

FMCG | Alcohol | Fashion | Mobile | Disruptors | Retail | Social
Media

GENRE

Dance
yer
Of
ce
Off!
Dance yer Of ce Off!

Rebellion | Interactive | UGC | Social Capital | Good times | UX

ROADTRIPPIN’.
From the creators of the greatest car
race on the radio ever…
A roadtrippin’ adventure for families, to
see what they see; to see their country
and discover… each other! The audience
stays behind but comes with, living our
travellers’ every move, on the radio &
socials.
Coming?

MATCH

fi

fi

FMCG | Motor Industry | Energy | Fashion | Mobile |
Disruptors | Retail | Social Media | Logistics | Outdoor

GENRE
Summer | Youth | Rebellion | Humour | Interactive |
UGC | Good times

EXPLORE the NIGHT
We’ve never done this. Nor has
any brand. Good reason to do it.
The night. In fact we don’t even
know what we’re going to do. But
we’re going to do it at night and
wake people up and confuse
them and have them stay up late
and do things they wouldn’t do in
the light. The night. Unexplored by
radio and brands, until now.

MATCH
FMCG | Alcohol | Fashion | Mobile | Social Media |
Retail | Digital | Disruptors

GENRE
Wellbeing | Social Capital | Movement | Conservation |
Climate change | Nature | Sustainability

SALT23
It’s time to quit the rat race. Reconnect
with your beliefs, values, family, friends
and return your path… to the Salt of the
earth! Never before has a radio station
educated, challenged and enfranchised
their audience back to the spectacular
outdoors. This is nature on the radio; this
is an audience reacting to nature, and
each other on the radio. What better
time in human history, than now!

MATCH
|Healthcare | FMCG | Social Media | Fashion | Finance |
Insurance | Outdoor | Motor Industry | Logistics

GENRE
Youth | Social Capital | Pan- Africa | Interactive | UGC

Dance
yer
Of
ce
Off!
Dance yer Of ce Off!

THE ROOM
Since the computers arrived, we have
created and succumbed to a virtual
reality. Now, in a celebration of the
unreality of digital, The Room grants
access to the audience to be in the radio
room; to be the content; to pull the
levers.
This could not be done before. The Room
makes broadcast passivity, activity!
Hello? Who’s in the room?

MATCH

fi

fi

FMCG | Mobile | Retail | Tech | Digital | Finance | Social Media
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